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Abstract The design of engineering systems like airports,

communication infrastructures, and real estate projects today

is growing in complexity. Designers need to consider socio-

technical uncertainties, intricacies, and processes in the long-

term strategic deployment and operations of these systems.

Flexibility in engineering design provides ways to deal with

this complexity. It enables engineering systems to change in

the face of uncertainty to reduce impacts from downside

scenarios (e.g., unfavorable market conditions) while capi-

talizing on upside opportunities (e.g., new technology). Many

case studies have shown that flexibility can improve antici-

pated lifecycle performance (e.g., expected economic value)

compared to current design and evaluation approaches. It is a

difficult process requiring guidance and must be done at an

early conceptual stage. The literature offers little guidance on

procedures helping designers do this systematically in a

collaborative context. This study investigated the effects of

two educational training procedures on flexibility (current vs.

explicit) and two ideation procedures (free undirected

brainstorming vs. prompting) to guide this process and

improve anticipated lifecycle performance. Controlled

experiments were conducted with ninety participants work-

ing on a simplified engineering systems design problem.

Results suggest that a prompting mechanism for flexibility

can help generate more flexible design concepts than free

undirected brainstorming. These concepts can improve per-

formance significantly (by up to 36 %) compared to a

benchmark design—even though users did not expect

improved quality of results. Explicit training on flexibility

can improve user satisfaction with the process, results, and

results quality in comparison with current engineering and

design training on flexibility. These findings give insights into

the crafting and application of simple, intuitive, and efficient

procedures to improve lifecycle performance by means of

flexibility and performance that may be left aside with

existing design approaches. The experimental results are

promising toward further evaluation in a real-world setting.
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1 Introduction

‘‘We created a marvelous technological achievement.

Then, we asked […] how to make money on it.’’ (Leibo-

vich 1999) The words from Iridium’s CEO explained the

bankruptcy of the largest commercial satellite communi-

cation system ever engineered. The 77 low earth orbit

(LEO) satellite infrastructure developed for US $4 billions

enabled phone calls anywhere on the planet. The design

and management processes were centered on very opti-

mistic demand projections. The technology was working

beautifully. This led to the rapid deployment of the con-

stellation between May 1997 and May 1998 (MacCormack

and Herman 2001). This inflexible design and rigid

deployment strategy—combined with underestimation of

demand for land-based cell phone technology—are cited

among the possible causes for this economic demise

(de Weck et al. 2004).

This case demonstrates that the design and management

of engineering systems today—for example, airports,

communication infrastructures, real estate projects—need

to go beyond technological considerations. Engineering

systems are characterized by a high degree of technical

complexity, social intricacy, and elaborate processes,

aimed at fulfilling important functions in society (ESD

2011). Dynamic socio-technical elements like markets,

operational environment, regulations, and technology play

a significant role in their success (Minai et al. 2006).

Crucial decisions have to be made in early conceptual

design phases regarding the system’s strategic and long-

term evolution.

de Weck et al. (2004) revisited the Iridium case after its

initial downfall and suggested a flexible design concept—a

flexible strategy and enabler in design—that would have

saved up to 20 % in expected development cost. The

flexibility would have protected the organization from

lower demand scenarios and losses by reducing the initial

capital expenditure. It would have positioned the system to

capitalize on high demand opportunities by enabling

capacity expansion. The strategy involved a flexible staged

deployment of the constellation, starting with fewer satel-

lites, and deploying more only if demand reached a certain

level. This approach, however, would require a different

satellite design. Each satellite would be designed to change

orbital configuration, enabling the constellation to reorga-

nize and expand coverage area as demand grows. This

approach contrasts to satellites designed to reach and stay

in a specific orbital configuration, as in the Iridium case.

de Weck et al.’s (2004) analysis raises the question why

this design strategy was not considered. A full answer to

this question is beyond the scope of the paper. Cardin and

de Neufville (2009) suggest, however, that the answer may

be rooted in traditional engineering culture. Uncertainty is

often considered only through sensitivity analysis after a

design is selected. Designers often rely on high-fidelity (or

exact) models, making flexibility analysis more difficult

from a computational standpoint.

The case here illustrates the impact that a lack of flex-

ibility had on the economic lifecycle performance of the

system. This example motivates this paper, concerned with

devising and evaluating simple design procedures to help

designers consider uncertainty and flexibility more sys-

tematically in the early design phases. It aims to provide a

better understanding of the training and creativity approa-

ches that should be used for engineering education and

practice.

There are other challenges to developing efficient pro-

cedures to support early generation of flexibility in engi-

neering systems. The benefits of flexibility may be difficult

to quantify relative to the additional costs and design

efforts. Minai et al. (2006) outline the cultural issue that

engineering thinking often relies on linear, deterministic

projections of future operating conditions. The design is

then optimized for a set of market scenarios, requirements,

and constraints, even though those are prone to change

(Eckert et al. 2009). The groupthink phenomenon may

cause engineers to be so focused on a solution that group

pressure may cause tunnel vision and critique to be col-

lectively ignored (Janis 1972). Financial evaluation tools

based on discounted cash flow (DCF) and net present value

(NPV)—often used in engineering project evaluation—do

not integrate adaptive management over time, assuming

that all deployment decisions are made as of t = 0

(Trigeorgis 1996). Murman et al. (2002) identifies a silo

culture in enterprises that can hinder flexibility thinking.

Given there are typically many uncertainty sources, design

variables, and parameters to consider, it is not clear where

to focus the design effort.

The study is motivated by the above challenges. It

investigates empirically the effects of simple, intuitive, and

efficient collaborative procedures to guide and stimulate

early generation of flexibility in engineering systems.

Current educational training and professional experience as

it relates to flexibility are compared to an explicit training

session on this topic. Free undirected brainstorming is

compared to a prompting ideation mechanism geared

toward flexibility, supported by group support system

(GSS) technology. These procedures are evaluated in a

controlled experiment where participants tackle a simpli-

fied real estate design problem.

The paper addresses the following research question:

‘‘What are the main and interaction effects of the proposed

procedures on the quantity of flexible design concepts,

anticipated lifecycle performance (e.g., expected economic

value of the system) of an engineering system, user satis-

faction with the process and results, and anticipated quality
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of results?’’ The hypotheses are that explicit training

combined with a prompting mechanism specifically geared

toward flexibility will produce main effects and help gen-

erate more flexible design concepts. In turn, the concepts

will improve anticipated lifecycle performance compared

to current training and free undirected brainstorming.

These procedures will improve user satisfaction with the

process and results, and anticipated quality of results.

In the remainder of the paper, related work is presented

in Sect. 2. The procedures are presented in Sect. 3. The

experimental methodology is explained in Sect. 4. Results

are presented and discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes

and proposes future avenues for research on flexibility in

engineering design.

2 Related work

2.1 Flexibility in engineering design/real options

Flexibility in engineering design enables a system to

change in the face of uncertainty (Fricke and Schulz 2005).

It is associated with the concept of a real option, providing

the ‘‘right, but not the obligation, to change a project in

the face of uncertainty’’ (Trigeorgis 1996). Real options

exist ‘‘on’’ a project, involving higher-level managerial

decisions like abandoning, deferring until favorable mar-

ket conditions, expanding/contracting/reducing capacity,

deploying capacity over time, switching inputs/outputs,

and/or mixing the above (Trigeorgis 1996). Real options

‘‘in’’ project are technical engineering and design compo-

nents enabling options in operations (Wang and de Neuf-

ville 2005). Real options are referred here interchangeably

with flexible design concepts.

The real options analysis (ROA) literature focuses on the

economic valuation of flexibility (Trigeorgis 1996). It builds

upon work in financial options by Black and Scholes (1973)

and Cox et al. (1979). Many studies have shown that flexi-

bility can bring expected performance improvements ranging

between 10 and 30 % compared to standard design and

evaluation approaches (de Neufville and Scholtes 2011).

Flexibility improves expected performance by affecting the

distribution of possible outcomes. It reduces the effect from

downside, risky scenarios while positioning the system to

capitalize on upside, favorable opportunities. Examples in

engineering systems design abound: development of inno-

vative water technologies (Zhang and Babovic 2012), off-

shore oil platform design for future capacity expansion

(Jablonowski et al. 2008), adaptive supply chain mechanisms

for uncertain exchange rates (Nembhard et al. 2005), etc.

One example in real estate is the ability to expand a

building vertically (Guma et al. 2009). The HCSC building

in Chicago exploited the strategy to ‘‘build small and

expand later if needed.’’ This strategy reduced exposure to

losses because less capital was required upfront. It also

gave access to more profits under favorable market con-

ditions to build more offices, hire personnel, and ultimately

generate more profits. This expansion strategy was care-

fully enabled in the design in the early 1990s (e.g., larger

elevator shafts, stronger structure). The company exercised

the flexibility a few years ago, with the expansion phase

completed in 2011.

2.2 Concept and idea generation procedures

2.2.1 Definition and categories

Concept and idea generation is a human process bringing

designers together to develop both practical and uncon-

ventional design concepts in an engineering setting

(Kurtoglu et al. 2009). Shah et al. (2000) classified idea

generation (IG) techniques either as intuitive or logical.

Free undirected brainstorming (Osborn 1957) is an exam-

ple of intuitive germinal technique, while TRIZ (Altshuller

1973) is a logical, history-based approach. The review by

Knoll and Horton (2010) shows that ideation mechanisms

can be classified based on analogy, provocation, and ran-

dom changes of perspective. Analogy uses knowledge in a

similar domain or system setting to generate new ideas.

Provocation challenges the underlying assumptions of the

creative task. Random relies on external stimuli unrelated

to the task.

2.2.2 Group support system (GSS) technology

Group collaboration may put barriers to creativity, resulting

in the productivity loss. Evaluation apprehension (fear of

being judged), free riding (letting others do the work), and

production blocking (losing an idea because someone else is

talking) are among potential causes (Mullen et al. 1991).

GSS technology minimizes productivity loss and stimu-

lates creativity in collaborative activities (Bostrom and

Nagasundaram 1998). GSS is defined as ‘‘socio-technical

systems consisting of software, hardware, meeting proce-

dures, facilitation support, and a group of meeting partici-

pants engaged in intellectual collaborative work.’’ (de Vreede

et al. 2003) Because the productivity loss is reduced, brain-

storming methods become more easily comparable. Using

GSS, one can get a more direct recording of thinking patterns

among group members and reduced bias from within-group

dominance, pressure, or focus.

GSS technology has never been used in the context of

analyzing engineering systems for flexibility. It was used

here to stimulate creativity, record discussion content

efficiently, structure the collaborative design process, and

help with moderation.
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2.2.3 Flexible design concept generation

This process starts from an initial design, obtained by

means of an existing or standard design process. This initial

step is crucial to constrain the design space, since it is

intractable to consider all possible sources of uncertainty

and flexibility from scratch. The design space is expanded

by explicitly considering uncertainty, with the goal of

improving anticipated lifecycle performance by means of

flexibility. This study focuses in particular on ‘‘known

unknowns.’’ These are referred as uncertainty sources

known to engineers to have significantly impact on antic-

ipated lifecycle performance (e.g., market demand, price,

cost). Bahill (2012) presents the results in a related study of

‘‘unknown unknowns’’ and their unintended consequences

on the design process.

Flexibility generation involves (1) generating concepts

in response to major uncertainty sources and/or (2) iden-

tifying areas where to embed flexibility in the design.

Fricke and Schulz (2005) suggested changeability princi-

ples based on industry guidelines to generate new concepts

(e.g., ideality, simplicity, modularity). Trigeorgis (1996)

introduced general real option strategies applicable to

engineering systems design: defer investment until favor-

able market conditions, stage asset deployment over time,

alter production capacity, abandon a loser project, switch

production output and/or input, and grow by investing in

research and development (R&D). Other approaches

involve customers and stakeholders directly in the design

process to safeguard against requirement changes and

misunderstandings (Boehm et al. 2001; Herder and Bruijn

2009; Gil 2007).

Enabler identification methods rely mostly on design

structure matrix (DSM) and platform methodologies—see

reviews by Browning (2001) and Simpson (2004). Suh et al.

(2007) suggested change propagation analysis (CPA) to

look for change multipliers as areas to embed flexibility.

Kalligeros (2006) suggested the sensitivity DSM (sDSM) to

identify design variables most sensitive to changes, as

indicators of subsystem or components to insert flexibility.

Martin and Ishii (2002) suggested the generation variety

index (GVI) and coupling index (CI) to standardize and

modularize designs, thus enabling switching flexibility

between product variants. Sered and Reich (2006) improved

this framework with the standardization and modularization

driven by process (SMDP) method that reduces engineering

efforts, integrates within the DSM framework, and accounts

for uncertainty in the design process. Mikaelian et al. (2011)

suggested a systematic approach based on the [type,

mechanism] characterization of real options.

This overview suggests that there is no simple, efficient,

and intuitive procedure to help designers generate flexi-

bility early in engineering systems (Cardin 2011). The real

option [type, mechanism] characterization by Mikaelian

et al. (2011) is a good start in this direction. The creative

steps to flexibility generation, however, are not systemati-

cally stated. Industry guidelines do not provide a setting

and techniques to stimulate creativity and organize col-

laborative design activities. Modularization and standardi-

zation techniques based on DSM, GVI, CI, and SMDP help

identify opportunities for flexibility already embedded

within a pre-defined description of the system. They have

been used mostly for product design, and it is unclear how

they scale for engineering systems design. They require

building a DSM and/or system model describing compo-

nent interactions before opportunities for flexibility can be

identified—a non-trivial and time-consuming task. They

enable switching flexibility between product variants, but

do not explicitly consider other flexibility strategies

requiring careful design considerations, like phasing

capacity deployment, deferring, abandoning, etc. Focusing

on a pre-defined system description may hinder creativity,

as observed in an oil platform design case study (Cardin

and de Neufville 2009). Many of these issues are alleviated

by the procedures introduced in this study. This is because

they rely directly on the designer’s expertise with the

system as opposed to detailed modeling, before flexibility

can be generated.

2.2.4 Experimental evaluation

Many studies have evaluated concept and idea generation

procedures in an experimental setting. Kolfschoten et al.

(2009) studied different moderation techniques to help

generate ideas. Reinig et al. (2007) studied different

invocation of social comparisons to stimulate creativity.

Santanen et al. (2004) studied the effects of different

prompting rates on ideation quality. Kurtoglu et al. (2009)

evaluated an online design library procedure integrating

artificial intelligence principles to support concept gener-

ation. Linsey et al. (2010) evaluated a procedure to miti-

gate fixation in design sketching. Shah et al. (2001)

compared the performance of the C-sketch procedure to the

Gallery and 6-3-5 methods. van der Lugt (2002) compared

brainsketching to traditional brainstorming. M Yang (2009)

studied correlations between concept quantity and quality

for the brainstorming, morphology charts, and sketching

concept generation procedures. Chulvi et al. (2012) studied

the effects of TRIZ, SCAMPER, brainstorming, and no

method on concept novelty and utility.

Other studies have focused on the effects of education

and pedagogy on engineering design. Daly et al. (2011)

looked at the effects of teaching pre-defined design heu-

ristics on concept quality. White et al. (2010) studied how

teaching ‘‘principles of historical innovators’’ affect stu-

dent creativity. Eppinger et al. (1990) studied how an
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interdisciplinary classroom environment affects product

design and development. Robie et al. (1992) observed how

different teaching methods affect designers’ ability to form

design abstractions. Buchal (2002) compared the effects of

teaching computer aided design (CAD) versus sketches on

concept generation. Okudan et al. (2010) compared the

effects of teaching TRIZ versus design sketching on con-

cept generation. Bender and Blessing (2003) studied how

teaching systematic design methodologies affect concept

performance.

This overview demonstrates that contributions are nee-

ded to understand the effects of educational training and

ideation procedures on flexible design concept generation.

The studies above do not explore uncertainty scenarios

explicitly and do not guide design thinking about flexibil-

ity. Many existing procedures can be used (e.g., free

undirected brainstorming) or adapted (e.g., prompting) for

this purpose, motivating the approach taken in this study.

2.3 Empirical procedure evaluation

Evaluation metrics in empirical studies are often qualitative

and subjective in nature. They may not support well-

quantitative assessment of anticipated lifecycle perfor-

mance as needed here. For instance, Kurtoglu et al. (2009)

introduced completeness, the level at which a concept

variant addresses a subfunction depicted in the function

structure. Shah et al. (2000) suggested quality, quantity,

novelty, and variety to assess creativity. Nelson et al.

(2009) integrated these metrics to assess the quality of

design space exploration. Briggs et al. (2006) used user

satisfaction with the process and results.

Evaluating flexible design concepts should be based on

quantitative measurements of anticipated lifecycle perfor-

mance, as done in the real options literature. The metrics

above, however, rely on expert assessments (e.g., using a

1–10 scale), with weights assigned based on the importance

of the concept and intended functions. These may not be

well suited for the intended purpose here.

Assessing lifecycle performance of engineering systems

concepts can be challenging, even for an expert. So, many

design variables, parameters, decision rules, long-term

strategies, and scenarios need to be considered. Metrics

like cost and weight do not measure how a concept will

perform in operations. Similarly, a concept can be rated as

highly complete, feasible, novel, or of high quality, there is

no guarantee it will perform well once launched. Although

positive correlations have been found between outcome

quantity and quality (Yang 2009), it is not clear whether

high quantity and variety of concepts necessarily improve

performance. It is not clear either whether procedures

providing good user satisfaction with the process and

results necessarily lead to better performance. Even though

no study has yet shown correlations between anticipated

and actual lifecycle performance measurements—partly

because engineering systems are long-lived (?20 years),

making them difficult to study—these considerations

motivate the modeling approach used in this study, based

on quantitative anticipated lifecycle performance mea-

surements, as well as qualitative user impressions.

3 Choice of procedures

Table 1 summarizes the four procedures—or treatments—

evaluated experimentally. To craft simple, efficient, and

intuitive procedures, two factors with two levels each were

considered: educational training received on flexibility

(E) and ideation mechanism (I) used to stimulate creativity:

3.1 Educational training (E)

Educational training and pedagogy play a role in the ability

to generate design concepts. A short explicit training pro-

gram may therefore help designers generate flexibility in

engineering systems, captured by level E = ?1. The

treatment is a short 15–20-min lecture on flexibility in

large-scale infrastructure systems—a class of engineering

systems (ESD 2011). The lecture1 is expected to help

designers become more aware of the effects of uncertainty

on lifecycle performance. It should open their mind to the

potential of flexibility to deal with uncertainty. The lecture

content describes generic sources of uncertainty affecting

lifecycle performance, why flexibility can improve such

performance and why it must be considered in the early

phases of design. It also discusses what important elements

form a complete2 flexible design concept. It provides real-

world example applications of these principles in the

aerospace and oil industries.

In reality, designers may or may not have received

explicit training on flexibility during their educational

training and professional experience. This reality is more

likely to represent the wider population of designers. It is

captured by factor level E = -1 and is called current

training. In experiments, this treatment leaves participants

1 Interested readers may refer to the supplementary material.
2 Definition is provided in Sect. 4.6.4.

Table 1 Setup for 2 9 2 design of experiment (DOE)

Educational training

on flexibility (E)

Ideation mechanism (I)

Brainstorming (-1) Prompting (?1)

Current (-1) Treatment 1 Treatment 2

Explicit (?1) Treatment 3 Treatment 4
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address the design problem without particular emphasis on

flexibility. Participants generate concepts with the goal of

improving performance based on their background and

experience. Given the wide range of participants’ background

and experience, if they were exposed to flexibility thinking

and thought it could improve performance, this procedure

assumes that they would incorporate it in their thinking.

3.2 Ideation mechanism (I)

Design is inherently a social, creative, interdisciplinary,

and collaborative process (Warr and O’Neill 2005). Gen-

erating flexibility in engineering systems is challenging,

however, and requires guidance (de Neufville and Scholtes

2011). A prompting procedure may help scaffold the

thought process systematically, as captured by level

I = ?1. Prompting is simple, intuitive, and useful to

stimulate creativity in collaborative activities by supporting

generic directions of thinking (Santanen et al. 2004).

Asking direct questions may trigger collective discussions

more effectively than relying on industry or real option

guidelines alone. Prompting is similar to the approach used

by researchers working on flexibility analysis with senior

engineers and decision makers, as in the studies by Suh

et al. (2007) and Mikaelian et al. (2011). Example prompts1

used in this ideation mechanism were ‘‘What are the major

sources of uncertainty affecting the future performance of

this system?’’, ‘‘What flexible strategies would enable the

system to change and adapt if the uncertainty scenarios you

just discussed occur during operations?’’, ‘‘How should you

prepare, engineer, and design this system to enable the

flexibilities just discussed?’’, or ‘‘How should you manage

and decide when it is appropriate to use, or exercise, the

flexibilities in this system?’’, supported by industry

guidelines and general real option strategies.

Free undirected brainstorming is a simple and intuitive

approach to stimulate creativity (Osborn 1957). It is widely

used in US industry and academia (Yang 2007). Captured in

experiments by level I = -1, it encourages designers to

focus on quantity, welcome unusual ideas, avoid criticism,

and combine ideas or improve existing ones. This procedure

was chosen mainly because it is widely used in practice,

intuitive, and has few simple rules for training purposes.

To alleviate the concerns about productivity loss

explained in Sect. 2.2.2, both ideation mechanisms were

supported by GSS technology. While the mechanisms are

referred as brainstorming (I = -1) and prompting (level

I = ?1) throughout the study, the procedures are in reality

a combination of GSS technology with prompting or free

undirected brainstorming activities.

4 Experimental methodology

4.1 Overview

The methodology focused on evaluating quantitatively the

flexible design concepts generated in experiments. The real

options literature stresses the importance of doing this to

decide whether flexibility is worth the additional cost and

design effort. The methodology was inspired from case

studies quantifying the anticipated lifecycle performance of

flexible engineering system in economic terms, loosely

involving the following steps:

1. Describe a design problem and initial benchmark/

standard solution;

2. Interview and/or discuss with designers/engineers/

managers to elicit major uncertainty sources and

potential flexible design concepts;

3. Develop a computer/analytical model to quantify the

anticipated lifecycle performance of flexible designs;

4. Compare between flexible design concepts and the

initial benchmark design solutions to demonstrate

whether flexibility improves performance.

The experimental approach enabled efficient replication

of these steps in a controlled setting. The quantity of

complete and good flexible design concepts was measured

to assess creativity, together with their anticipated lifecycle

performances. User impressions of satisfaction with the

process and results, as well as anticipated quality of results

were measured. These measurements helped determine

whether the procedures were simple enough and user-

friendly to favor dissemination in industry practice and

engineering education. They also helped determine whe-

ther participants valued flexible solutions, unbiased by the

type of training received.

4.2 Participants

Ninety participants were recruited from professional mas-

ters and doctoral programs in engineering systems, design,

and management at a top US engineering institution.

Table 2 summarizes their demographics. They were

recruited via class and electronic email announcements at

the beginning of two courses on systems design and

engineering analysis. The announcement invited voluntary

participation to an experiment on flexibility in engineering

design, off regular class hours. Most participants were

mature graduate students with training in engineering,

science and/or management and many years of industry

experience.
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4.3 Design problem

A large-scale multi-family residential design problem was

selected from the real estate sector. Engineering systems

like this typically show high levels of technical complexity,

social intricacy, and elaborate processes fulfilling impor-

tant functions for society (ESD 2011). Large-scale real

estate housing projects require technical expertise not only

in engineering, but also in management of human assets for

developing, financing, and maintaining such infrastructures

given prevailing social and market forces. They are central

to the development and planning of new cities. Their

design and finance are intricate components of the world

economy (HBS 2011; UN 2008). They face significant

socio-technical uncertainties in demand, prices, materials/

construction costs, technology, and regulations. Designing

these systems for uncertainty and flexibility is a looking

forward, bottom-up approach to dealing with these

concerns.

Many of the flexibility principles applicable to this

engineering system also apply to more complex systems.

For instance, the phasing and capacity expansion strategies

explored for the HCSC building (Guma et al. 2009) were

also explored by de Weck et al. (2004) for the Iridium

system. Given this multi-family residential design problem

can capture many different kinds of flexibility strategies, it

represents a good platform for testing the proposed pro-

cedures in an experimental setting.

The design problem consisted of developing and

deploying 309 units of a multi-family residential develop-

ment project over three phases (1 year/phase). Participants

could decide what kind of unit to develop in each phase—

either condo (short for condominium) or apartment. They

could think about the number of units to deploy in each

phase and whether to develop/sell these units in each

phase. The distinction between unit types was explained as

different levels of quality, prices, and construction costs.

A condo is typically more luxurious, built from expensive

materials, and targets business professionals. Sales price

and construction costs are typically higher. An apartment

unit is functional, less luxurious, and for students and

middle-class families. The sales price and construction

costs are lower. Design details, market assumptions, and

preliminary benchmark NPV analysis shown to participants

are available online.1

Even though the problem was simplified, there was

ample room for creativity about the engineering design and

development. Participants could discuss the unit type and

allocation in each phase, the phasing strategy (e.g., hori-

zontal vs. vertical), the engineering impact on the infra-

structure (e.g., buying land versus building a stronger

structure for vertical elevation), what infrastructures to

share between units and buildings (e.g., electricity, water,

heating systems, ventilation), what materials to use, etc.

Different strategies would produce different cash flows in

each phase and different NPVs depending on market con-

ditions, as explained in Sect. 4.6.

The benchmark design was set as a condo-only resi-

dential project, with all 309 units developed in the first year

(i.e., phase 1). There was no specification how this design

was achieved (i.e., how many buildings and units per

building, etc.), to minimize design fixation. This choice

was justified by providing the highest NPV between a

condo-only and an apartment-only project, based on

deterministic market projections. This choice represents

current best practices in the real estate industry (Geltner

et al. 2010).

4.4 Experimental manipulations

4.4.1 Sessions structure

Figure 1 shows the structure of each session. The moder-

ator welcomed participants and described the design

problem and context.1 Teams were told to represent an

internal consulting firm at a renowned multi-family resi-

dential real estate firm. Participants received a short

training on free undirected brainstorming, described as an

ideation method that encourages idea quantity, restrains

criticism, welcomes unusual ideas, and brings new ideas by

combining and building upon existing ones. Participants

were also trained on how to use the GSS technology,

introduced as an approach to stimulate creativity and

enable efficient idea transcription. The task was assigned to

brainstorm and suggest alternative design and development

plans improving anticipated lifecycle performance com-

pared to the benchmark design. There was no emphasis to

complete this task by means of flexibility, although par-

ticipants were aware that the experiment was about this

topic.

Table 2 Participant demographics

Group characteristics Category Percent (%)

Age \25 14

25–34 67

[35 19

Highest education level Bachelor 49

Master 49

PhD 2

Gender Female 19

Male 81

Work experience (years) \5 years 36

5–9 years 39

[10 years 25
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Participants were given 25 min to generate concepts in

session 1 under the procedures E = -1 and I = -1. Par-

ticipants then had 5 min to vote on design concept quality,

using a 1 (low) to 10 (high) Likert scale. When two

seemingly opposite concepts were suggested, quality

scores were used in coding analysis to discriminate

between them.

Participants repeated the exercise in session 2 for

25 min under one of the treatments in Table 1 and then

followed by another 5 min for voting. Treatments 1 and 3

used free undirected brainstorming. Treatments 2 and 4

used the prompting mechanism1, allocating 5 min for dis-

cussions on each question. In treatments 3 and 4 only, the

short lecture was presented before the session began. A

debrief explained the purpose of the study after all exper-

iments. Demographics as well as subjective impressions of

satisfaction with the process, results, and quality of results

were collected based on a questionnaire validated by

Briggs et al. (2006).1

4.4.2 Control conditions

Creativity: Each experiment was structured following a

pretest–posttest design (Campbell and Stanley 1966)

(Fig. 1), providing control safeguard for an inherent crea-

tivity variable. It was possible that some teams would be

naturally more creative than others, thus making signal

measurements more difficult compared to noise. Creative

teams generating more ideas would contribute toward lar-

ger within-group variability (i.e., the noise or unexplained

variability). This could wash out between-group variability

(i.e., the signal or explained variability), thus making a

small signal more difficult to detect compared to noise.

Flexibility training: Participants were screened to control

for prior knowledge about flexibility. They could not par-

ticipate if they attended a course on this topic within the

last 5 years. This control ensured that participants would

not have a biased view before experiments. This could

have biased their contributions compared to other partici-

pants who did not have such training some time before

experiments.

Location: All experiments were conducted in the same

room to control for location effects, which may offer dif-

ferent lighting conditions, noise levels, etc. The large

conference room had capacity for fifty people sitting

around a U-shaped table and had a screen for computer

projection. A different room was used three or four times

due to logistical issues. At most nine people (three teams)

could participate in an experiment simultaneously,

although most often one or two teams participated together.

Procedure repeat: Providing the exact same content in all

activities (i.e., introductions, training, task definitions,

lectures, prompting sessions, debriefs, and surveys) con-

trolled for information variability. Giving different infor-

mation or formulating questions differently could have

biased participants’ views on the design problem (Morgan

and Henrion 1990).

Team size: The same number of three participants was

used in each experiment to control for the effect that team

size might have on the creative process. A few last-minute

cancellations forced six teams of two participants.

Time: The same time was allocated for each activity to

control for possible effects on concept quantity and

quality. Time possibly contributed to the non-zero

baseline response observed for all dependent variables

under the general linear model (GLM) (see the non-zero

b0 coefficients in Sects. 5.1–5.6). Modeling responses

using GLM quantified this response separately from the

main and interaction effects (coefficients bE, bI, and bEI).

This discriminated between the effects caused by giving

considerable time to participants to think about the

problem and the effects caused by the factors of interest

E and I.

4.5 Data collection

4.5.1 Online GSS interface

GroupSystems’ ThinkTank� online software was used as

GSS technology (Fig. 2). It is an easy-to-use interface that

enabled participants to type in real-time descriptions of

their design solutions, similar to that of chatting software.

It worked with any standard Internet browser. After the

problem description, the moderator posted the ideation task

of improving performance compared to the benchmark

design. Each member described their solutions, which were

displayed to other members to stimulate creativity and

engage discussions. Each member could reply, comment,

and append new ideas to a thread. The software also pro-

vided the voting module to rate concept quality. The

interface provided an easy and efficient way to record

participants’ creative responses to the design problem—

instead of manual transcription. The online feature allowed

a few distance students to participate.

Design 
Problem 

Description 

Session 1 + 
Voting 

Session 2 + 
Voting 

Debrief + 
Survey 

Fig. 1 Pretest–posttest experimental structure used in experiments
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4.5.2 Raw data description

Raw data consisted of written descriptions of the design

and development plans in a Word� document, quality

scores for each idea/concept, and online survey results

collected using LimeSurvey�. The GSS software produced

the transcript automatically at the end of each session,

ready for coding analysis. In treatments 2 and 4, written

descriptions included answers to the specific prompts.

These data were analogous to the raw interview data

obtained after interviewing engineers, managers, and/or

decision makers in car manufacturing and offshore oil

platform case studies (Suh et al. 2007; Kalligeros 2006).

4.6 Computer model

Figure 3 shows the computer-based Excel� DCF model

used to quantify anticipated lifecycle performance in eco-

nomic terms. A risk-neutral expected NPV (ENPV)—or

average NPV—metric was used because it balances risk-

seeking and risk-averse design decisions. Other metrics

could have been used to suit different risk profiles and

needs—for example, initial cost, 5th or 95th percentile

response, standard deviation.

DCF valuation was motivated by the need to quantify

the value of flexibility. Also, NPV is often used for large-

scale engineering project evaluation (de Neufville and

Scholtes 2011; Geltner et al. 2010). Excel� was chosen

because it is transparent, ubiquitous, and a good commu-

nication tool for designers and decision makers.

Assumptions about the design, development plan, engi-

neering, and market conditions are available online.1 The

effects of design and development plans were quantified at

the conceptual phase using this model, by considering the

revenues and costs generated in the future. No detailed

embodiment of the concepts was necessary. Design and

engineering trade-offs were in terms of the unit type (i.e.,

condo vs. apartment), deployment strategy (staged vs. all at

once vs. deferred), and unit capacity allocation in each phase.

These decisions affected the cash flows and NPV generated,

discriminating between different design alternatives. For

example, the decision to select condo versus apartments

could affect the sales price and construction cost, as they

were both higher for condo units than apartments. Also,

discounting cash flows would imply that timing and unit

allocation in each phase mattered from a managerial stand-

point. Later cash flows would be more heavily discounted in

the model and weigh less in the NPV. These decisions had

engineering and cost implications affecting later phases of

the design process, modeled and evaluated at the conceptual

level.

4.6.1 Notation

Ct Total construction and sales cost at time t

CCt
S Stochastic construction cost at time t

CFt Cash flow at time t

dZt Standard Wiener process random variable at time t

Dt
S Stochastic unit demand at time t

ENPV Expected net present value

gP Projected annual growth rate for unit price

gPt
S Stochastic growth rate for unit price at time t

Kt Planned capacity deployment at time t

Kt
Tot Total capacity deployment at time t

M Maximum number of samples in Monte Carlo

simulation

NPV Net present value

Pt Unit price at time t

Pt
S Stochastic unit price at time t

PVt Present value of cash flow at time t

r Discount rate or opportunity cost of capital

Rt Revenue at time t

rP Uncertainty factor around annual unit price

projections

T Maximum time value t

Ut Number of units sold at time t

Participants type ideas here

Ideation topic posted here

Structured 
agenda here

Fig. 2 Online GSS interface

(adapted from ThinkTank� by

GroupSystems)
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4.6.2 Mathematical formulation

The DCF model in Fig. 3 is explained row by row from top to

bottom. Each row is a vector X = [X0, …, XT], where X takes

on numerical values for the variables above, or textual values,

and t = 0, 1, …, 3 years. The row ‘‘Next Phase Developed

As’’: specified the unit type developed next phase, either

‘‘CONDO’’ or ‘‘APT.’’ The decision rule for a switching

flexibility could be implemented here. An example decision

rule elicited by participants was ‘‘if current cash flows are

higher for condos than for apartments, then develop next

phase as condo, else develop next phase as apartments.’’

Following Excel�’s programming language = IF(logical

test, value if true, value if false), this could be implemented as:

¼ IFðCFt�condo [ CFt�apt; ‘‘CONDO’’; ‘‘APT’’Þ

The rows ‘‘Sales Price/Unit,’’ ‘‘Units Demand,’’ and

‘‘Construction & Sales/Unit’’ were modeled as random

variables. The price, demand, and cost values were

associated with the choices of unit developed as per the

decision rule above. The row ‘‘Planned Capacity

Deployment’’ represented the planned capacity deployment

under the benchmark K = [309, 0, 0]. Teams could modify

the planned deployment to explore other phasing strategies

over time (e.g., K = [100, 103, 106]). Stochastic evolution of

the random variables was modeled using geometric

Brownian motion (GBM)3:

PS
1 ¼ P1rPdZ1

gS
Pt ¼ gPdt þ rPdZt

PS
t ¼ PS

t�1 1þ gS
Pt

� �

The growth parameter gPt
S was modeled according to the

standard Itô’s lemma (1951). The parameter rP represented

the uncertainty around annual price projections and dt a

small time increment of one period (e.g., gP = 3 %,

dt = 1 year, rP = 20 %). The random variable dZt

captured the standard Wiener variable modeling the

stochastic error at time t around the projected growth rate

gP. For simplification and computational efficiency, dZt

was sampled from a uniform distribution *U(-1, 1)

instead of a standard normal distribution *N(0, 1).

Stochastic unit demand (Dt
S) and construction cost (CCt

S)

random variables were modeled in a similar fashion.

The row ‘‘Develop Current Phase?’’ determined whether a

phase would be developed or not. The values ‘‘YES’’ or

‘‘NO’’ could represent deferral or abandonment flexibility

strategies if market conditions were unfavorable. A decision

rule elicited was ‘‘if total construction cost per unit was lower

than sales price in the current phase, develop (i.e., print

‘‘YES’’), else do not develop (i.e., print ‘‘NO’’).’’ This could

be implemented as:

¼ IFðCCS
t \PS

t ; ‘‘YES’’; ‘‘NO’’Þ

The row ‘‘Expand Capacity this Phase?’’ adjusted the

number of units compared to planned capacity deployment.

The values could be either ‘‘YES’’ or ‘‘NO,’’ representing

capacity expansion, reduction, or ‘‘just in time.’’ For example,

‘‘if demand was higher than planned capacity, add more units

to match exactly observed demand (i.e., print ‘‘YES’’), else

build according to planned capacity (i.e., print ‘‘NO’’)’’:

¼ IFðDS
t [ Kt; ‘‘YES’’; ‘‘NO’’Þ

The row ‘‘Additional Capacity’’ determined unit

allocation in each phase. The decision rule above could

be implemented as:

¼ IF Expansion value ¼ ‘‘YES’’; KTot
t ¼ DS

t ;K
Tot
t ¼ Kt

� �

‘‘Total Capacity Added’’ accounted for the planned

capacity deployment, plus any additional unit added or

removed within a phase. The row ‘‘Units Sold’’ determined

how many units were sold within each phase. It was the

minimum between total existing capacity Kt
Tot and demand

Dt
S:

Fig. 3 NPV model for the real

estate development design

problem

3 t = 2, 3 for the last two equations.
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Ut ¼ MIN DS
t ;K

Tot
t

� �

The sales revenue (Rt), total construction and sales cost

(Ct), net cash flow (CFt), present value of cash flow (PVt),

and ‘‘NPV (excluding land cost)’’ were calculated as:

Rt ¼ UtP
S
t

Ct ¼ KTot
t CCS

t

CFt ¼ Rt � Ct

PVt ¼ CFt=ð1þ rÞt

NPV ¼
XT

t¼0

PVt

4.6.3 Anticipated performance measurements

Anticipated lifecycle performance was measured using

ENPV for each flexible design concept by simulating sto-

chastically M = 2,000 combined scenarios of price,

demand, and cost. Each scenario combination produced

different cash flows based on the flexibility strategy and

decision rules implemented, and one NPV measurement.

ENPV was calculated as:

ENPV ¼ E½NPV� ¼ 1

M

XM

m¼1

NPVm

Each run took *1 s on a standard 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2

Duo MacBook with 4 GB of RAM, running Excel� 2004

on Mac OS X version 10.6.

4.7 Analysis

4.7.1 Coding analysis

Ideation transcripts were analyzed to extract complete

flexible design concepts using a well-established coding

procedure described by Strauss and Corbin (1990). A

design concept was considered complete if it contained

coherent information about the following elements (using

the switching example):

1. An uncertainty source affecting anticipated performance.

• For example, unit demand.

2. A flexible strategy to adapt to the above uncertainties

in design and operations.

• For example, switch between condo and apartments.

3. A conceptual but concrete description of the flexibility

enabler, considering engineering design, legal, man-

agement, and/or financial aspects.

• For example, design each unit as empty shells to be

finished later as condo or apartments.

4. A decision rule, ‘‘if’’ statement, or ‘‘trigger mecha-

nism’’ based on observations of the uncertainty

sources, determining when it is appropriate to exercise

the flexibilities.

• For example, if demand is higher for apartments

than condos, switch to finishing and selling units as

apartments, if not finish and sell as condos.

The switching strategy above contrasts with the bench-

mark inflexible plan where all units are developed at once

as condos. It requires developing units as empty shells to be

finished later, different than designing all units as condos.

It is not clear at the conceptual stage what design and

decision rules are most profitable given the uncertainties,

hence the need for explicit modeling.

Other examples of complete concepts from ideation

transcripts are available.1 They exemplify strategies eval-

uated using the computer model: phase the development

and deploy capacity over time, expand or reduce unit

capacity in each phase whenever appropriate, temporarily

abandon the project if market conditions were not suitable,

and do not develop a phase if market conditions are

unfavorable.

Two independent treatment blind coders reviewed each

ideation transcript in a randomized order to extract and

count complete concepts, with 95 % average inter-rater

agreement. The inter-rater agreement was the average

percentage agreement between raters on all thirty-two

ideation transcripts. Concepts retained for implementation,

evaluation, and statistical analysis, were the ones agreed

upon by both reviewers.

4.7.2 Dependent variables

The null hypothesis of no main and interaction effect of

factors E and I was tested on the following dependent

variables:

1. Quantity of complete flexible design concepts gener-

ated (C);

2. Quantity of good flexible design concepts generated

(G);

3. Anticipated lifecycle performance of flexible design

concepts (ENPV);

4. Subjective impressions of satisfaction with the proce-

dures/processes (PS);

5. Subjective impression of satisfaction with the results

(RS);

6. Subjective anticipated quality of results (i.e., quality

assessment) (QA).

A response Dy = y2 - y1 was measured for each

experiment, where y1 is the response of interest in session 1

only and y2 is the response of interest in both sessions
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combined. For instance, if one complete concept was

generated in session 1 (C1 = 1) and two new concepts

were generated in session 2 (C2 = 3), then DC = 3

- 1 = 2.

Each complete concept was implemented using the

computer model. Partially complete concepts were coded

but not implemented because they did not provide enough

information for computer evaluation. A complete concept

was good if and only if the ENPV was higher than the

benchmark under simulations (i.e., ENPV = $9.3 million).

For example, if one good design concept was generated in

session 1 (G1 = 1), but only one of the two new complete

concepts was higher than $9.3 million (G2 = 2), then

DG = 2 - 1 = 1.

Only the best combinations of good flexible design con-

cepts producing the highest ENPV values were considered

DENPV measurements. Because some concepts could

interact (e.g., early abandonment prevents future capacity

expansion), it was not possible to simply add up the ENPV

obtained for each independent concept. It was necessary to

run the simulations with each possible combination of con-

cepts generated over sessions 1 and 2. For example, in session

1 of a particular experiment, no complete concept was gen-

erated (ENPV1 = $0 as compared to the benchmark). A

switching strategy in session 2 generated value $10.5 million

(ENPV2 = $10.5 - 9.3$ = $1.2 million). This led to mea-

surement DENPV = $1.2 - $0 = $1.2 million. In another

experiment, a switching concept led to ENPV1 = $3.0 mil-

lion. Two new concepts generated in session 2 and combined

with switching led to ENPV2 = $3.9 million. Therefore,

DENPV = $0.9 million.

4.7.3 Survey analysis

Survey responses were analyzed to measure improvements

in DPS, DRS, and DQA. Responses recorded the differ-

ences in user impressions between sessions 1 and 2, using a

discrete 7-scale Likert mechanism. Each construct was

evaluated using five or six questions (maximum score 35 or

42). A positive (negative) score meant improvement

(worsening) from session 1 to 2. For example, an indi-

vidual scoring PS1 = 27/35 and PS2 = 28/35 in session 2

meant DPS = ?1. Responses DRS and DQA were mea-

sured similarly. Survey questions are available online.1

4.7.4 Statistical analysis

Each response Dy was modeled based on the GLM.

Coefficient b0 approximated the total (i.e., baseline) mean

response, bE and bI modeled the main effects, while bEI

modeled the first-order two-way interaction between fac-

tors E and I. Variable e accounted for the mean experi-

mental error:

Dy ¼ b0 þ bEE þ bI I þ bEIEI þ e

Standard least square regression was used to calculate

the main and interaction effects, as well as p values. The

null hypothesis was H0: bE = bI = bEI = 0. The p values

of the main and interaction effects were calculated using a

nonparametric permutations test (i.e., randomization or

exact test) (Welch 1990). Because Dy C 0 for DC, DG, and

DENPV, sample distributions were truncated about zero.

This could not satisfy normality assumptions for standard

parametric tests. The permutations algorithm was

programmed using basic MATLAB� functions, including

the ‘‘regress’’ function.4 All statistical results were

corroborated using Excel�’s data analysis toolkit.

5 Results and discussion

5.1 Improvement in complete concepts (DC)

Figure 4 shows the mean plots for DC under four treatment

conditions. The ideation mechanism (I) produced a sig-

nificant main effect (bI = 0.75, p = 0.00). This means that

prompting helped participants generate more new complete

concepts after two sessions than free undirected brain-

storming.5 It shows that the form of the questions and the

concepts referred to in prompting—even though fairly

abstract—were useful and effective. The GLM response

was:

DC ¼ 1:25þ 0:25E þ 0:75I

For example, treatment 1 generated an improvement of

DC = 2 concepts among eight teams/replicates. This cor-

responds to the mean value 0.25 in Fig. 4 and to the value

obtained in the GLM equation if one inserts variable value

E = -1 and I = -1. The mean values for the remaining

treatments were calculated accordingly.

Current flexibility training and free undirected brain-

storming produced the lowest mean response DC = 0.25.

This shows however that some teams thought naturally and

explored flexibility without guidance. This is consistent

with the real-world observation that flexibility is not nec-

essarily prevalent in practice, but is sometimes exploited in

the real estate industry (Guma et al. 2009).

It is surprising that explicit training did not produce any

effect compared to current training. The cognitive network

model of creativity by Santanen et al. (2004) suggests that

explicit training might have caused information overload,

4 The permutations code is available in Appendix K of Cardin

(2011).
5 The positive sign implied prompting was responsible for the main

effect, while a negative sign implied that free undirected brainstorm-

ing was responsible for the effect.
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which reduced positive effects on creativity. It is also

possible that information was not presented in a retention-

maximizing sequence. In contrast, prompting stimulated

frame activation consistently, helped structure the thought

process, and guided participants throughout each session.

A crucial argument put forward here is that complete

concepts can improve anticipated lifecycle performance.

This section demonstrated that prompting effectively helps

designers generate more complete concepts. The following

two subsections demonstrate that these concepts in turn

helped improve lifecycle performance.

5.2 Improvement in good concepts (DG)

Figure 5 shows that prompting (I = ?1) also had a main

effect on DG (bI = 0.59, p = 0.00). The mean values were

typically lower than for DC, since a few complete concepts

could not be counted as good (i.e., ENPV \ $9.3 million).

The GLM response was modeled as:

DG ¼ 1:09þ 0:22E þ 0:59I � 0:03EI

A complete concept did not improve performance when

the decision rule was too conservative, or value destructive.

In the former case, the flexibility strategy would never be

exercised, so the infrastructure would behave the same as

the inflexible benchmark design. In the latter, the ENPV

would be lower than the benchmark’s. For example, a team

suggested deferring development if market demand went

80 % below projections. Given the problem constraints,

this would never occur (rD = 20 %). Another team sug-

gested expanding capacity when construction costs would

increase, inevitably leading to value destruction. These

examples showed the importance of implementing the

decision rules using the computer model. Relying purely on

qualitative judgment for concept evaluation would have

made more difficult catching such conceptual flaws.

Prompting was crafted around the four criteria of a

complete concept. It seems natural that it helped generate

more flexible design concepts than any other procedure.

The nuance, however, is that more concepts did not guar-

antee better cash flows and improved ENPV. The cash

flows generated by the flexible strategies had to be better

on average than that of the benchmark, which could only

be evaluated quantitatively via computer modeling.

5.3 Improvement in ENPV (DENPV)

Figure 6 shows that prompting had a significant main

effect on DENPV (bI = 0.98, p = 0.00). The procedure

improved anticipated lifecycle performance compared to

the benchmark by up to 36 % percent (i.e., $3.34 million/

$9.30 million) in combination with the lecture. These

results are consistent with those in the real options litera-

ture (Trigeorgis 1996; de Neufville and Scholtes 2011).

The GLM response was:
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DENPV ¼ 1:88þ 0:48E þ 0:98I

Flexibility improved expected lifecycle performance by

acting explicitly on the distribution of outcomes. For

example, capturing whichever condo or apartment markets

with highest demand helped capitalize on better profit

opportunities. Deferring the first phase until favorable

market conditions emerged reduced the impact of loss-

generating scenarios. Expanding unit capacity within pha-

ses increased profits, while reducing it avoided spending

resources on units that may not sell.

The following observations are at the heart of this paper.

Results show that the procedures suggested here may help

designers effectively improve anticipated lifecycle perfor-

mance by means of flexibility. They show that current

engineering training and free undirected brainstorming

may help, but may not be sufficient to generate valuable

flexibility. Such approaches may leave aside significantly

valuable design alternatives. Participants under treatment 1

(E = -1, I = -1) generated DENPV = $0.41 million

under current training and free undirected brainstorming.

This is a *5 % improvement compared to the $9.3 million

benchmark ENPV, a significant amount for a real estate

project. Treatment 4 (E = ?1, I = ?1), however, pro-

duced DENPV = $3.34 million, about 36 % improvement.

This shows there is an opportunity to improve current

training and widely used concept generation procedures by

integrating a simple, efficient, and intuitive lecture/

prompting package as suggested.

5.4 Improvement in process satisfaction (DPS)

Figure 7 shows that explicit training on flexibility had a

significant main effect on DPS (bE = 1.35, p = 0.06). This

suggests that participants receiving the lecture were sig-

nificantly more satisfied with the process than participants

who did not. There was also a significant interaction

(bEI = 1.37, p = 0.05) where participants using prompting

were significantly more satisfied with the process when

they received the lecture. There was almost no satisfaction

improvement when prompting alone was used. The GLM

response was given by:

DPS ¼ 2:40þ 1:35E þ 0:28I þ 1:37EI

These findings demonstrate that the lecture was crucial

to the acceptability of the prompting procedure. The

interaction effect also supports this view. Prompting alone

led to almost zero DPS improvement, clearly below the

results from other treatments. Perhaps because participants

were being taught a new skill, they did not see the pur-

pose of the prompts. This observation brings empirical

support to an observation often made in GSS research, but

not well documented. Participants will not appreciate an

intervention—and sometimes refuse to participate—if

they are not explained the rationale behind a given

procedure.

5.5 Improvement in results satisfaction (DRS)

Results in Fig. 8 show that explicit training on flexibility

(E = ?1) had a significant main effect on DRS

(bE = 2.33, p = 0.00). Participants were more satisfied

with the results after the short lecture on flexibility:

DRS ¼ 4:19þ 2:33E � 0:38I þ 1:08EI

The results concur with those for process satisfaction,

although there was no significant interaction effect here.

Using prompting without the lecture also produced near-

zero improvement in results satisfaction. Participants were

significantly more satisfied with prompting after the lec-

ture, perhaps because they could appreciate more the

benefits of flexibility.
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5.6 Improvement in quality assessment (DQA)

Figure 9 shows a significant main effect of explicit training

on DQA (bE = 3.34, p = 0.00).6 Participants expected

better quality of results after the lecture on flexibility. This

may be because they felt more committed or believed more

in the quality of results once exposed to the ideas of flex-

ibility. The GLM response was given by:

DQA ¼ 5:36þ 3:34E � 0:14I þ 0:89EI

Even if prompting demonstrably improved anticipated

lifecycle performance, it is interesting that participants did

not think it would generate better results quality. This may

be because they could not measure in real-time the NPV

impact of their ideas, since all concepts were evaluated

after experiments. It could also be because they had no

clear quality criteria in mind when they evaluated their

own ideas, while the group who received the lecture did.

5.7 Remarks

The results above suggest that evaluating procedures based

solely on quantitative performance or qualitative user

impressions may not highlight all the strengths and weak-

nesses of procedures supporting design activities. One

procedure may very well improve lifecycle performance,

but may be too cumbersome for use in practice. Equally, a

procedure may generate user satisfaction, but not improve

lifecycle performance. Empirical studies based on both

criteria should provide better grounds to identify promising

procedures for dissemination in industry and engineering

education. This is in line with the call for more empirical

studies of design procedures by Frey and Dym (2006) and

Reich (2010).

5.8 Results validity and study limitations

5.8.1 Internal validity

One threat to internal validity of results is whether

prompting was a valid design procedure, as it may seem

like answers were given away to participants. Here,

researchers knew of flexible strategies potentially improv-

ing performance, but did not know of all the possible

strategies participants could generate. The design problem

left enough room for creativity, and participants identified

strategies researchers did not think of. One team suggested

developing units ‘‘just in time,’’ which these authors had

not considered. On the other hand, it was necessary to

create and implement some flexible design solutions a

priori to test and validate the computer model. This did not

imply that all possible flexible design concepts were

identified and packaged implicitly in the prompting

mechanism. The researchers did not know ahead of time

what strategies, design enablers, and decision rules par-

ticipants would formulate. In addition, experimental results

presented here are only valid for risk-neutral design deci-

sion making. Using a different performance metric other

than ENPV may lead to different set of results and con-

clusions altogether.

The prompting mechanism was crafted to be general

enough to be usable directly for a different engineering

system in a different domain. Interested readers may con-

sult the actual used as posted online.1 Prompting provided

some level of direction, but not complete direction as to

give away answers. Figure 10 depicts conceptually a

spectrum of ‘‘amount of direction,’’ ranging from no

direction at all—for example Santanen et al. (2004)—to

complete direction—for example Santanen and de Vreede

(2004). This prompting mechanism lies somewhere

in-between, closer to complete direction. Prompting chal-

lenged the underlying assumptions of the design problem

and induced participants to consider alternatives they may

not have otherwise considered. This is in line with Knoll

and Horton’s (2010) change of perspective approach of

stimulating creativity.

In terms of measuring the effects of training, current

training about flexibility was favored over placebo training
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6 Results refer to the anticipated quality of overall results obtained

from the validated survey.1 They do not refer to the quality of

individual concepts scored during voting sessions.
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(i.e., training with general content minimally influencing

knowledge) because a) it is difficult to determine the nature

of what general training is in this context and b) it could

have disengaged participants if they realized there was no

particular message intended in a placebo lecture. Given the

idea of placebo involves some notions of deception, it

would have been difficult to provide any training without

participants thinking about its purpose. Knowing the

experiment was about flexibility, they could have won-

dered about the point of the message, increasing the risk of

disengagement, possibly causing the deception to be too

obvious and hence losing its purpose.

5.8.2 External validity

Threats to external validity included the fact that partici-

pants were graduate students, as opposed to practicing

engineers. The controlled environment did not fully rep-

resent the realities of daily industrial activities. Partici-

pants’ self-selection may have biased results. It may not

reflect the natural resistance arising when new procedures

are introduced in real-world organizations. Also, the design

problem did not capture the full complexity of a real-world

engineering system.

Experimental conditions and the sample population

nonetheless represented some of the realities of engineer-

ing practice. Participants were mature graduate students

with many years of experience in industry. They repre-

sented the next best sample available, given the difficulty

of conducting controlled experiments with practitioners—

whose time and availability are limited. They represented a

wide array of industries, expertise, and educational back-

grounds. This led to cultural and personality clashes in

experiments, also seen in practice. Even if the engineering

system problem was simplified, it was modeled through

close interactions with real estate experts. The benchmark

solution represented some of the best practices in this field.

5.8.3 Measurements reliability

Two aspects contributed to measurement reliability in

DC and DG. Two independent reviewers analyzed ideation

transcripts using the same systematic coding procedure.

Transcripts were analyzed in a random order, and coders

did not know what treatment from what team they were

working on.

The inter-rater agreement showed that flexible concepts

were the same for 95 % of all flexible concepts extracted

independently. Under the same set of assumptions and

decision rules, and for several runs of 2,000 simulations,

the computer model generated ENPV values always falling

within the same 95 % confidence interval. The same

market and stochastic parameter assumptions were used to

evaluate all flexible design concepts, to ensure they were

all compared on an equivalent basis. Building upon a

survey already validated experimentally by Briggs et al.

(2006) enhanced response reliability for DPS, DRS, and

DQA. Cronbach a values were measured for each session,

treatment, and dependent variable. The twenty-four a val-

ues measured between 0.91 and 0.99—with maximum

possible value a = 1—showed that survey items measured

reliably the constructs within and across participants

(Cortina 1993).

6 Conclusion

This paper presented the results of an empirical evaluation

of procedures to generate flexibility in engineering sys-

tems. The effects of educational training about flexibility

(current vs. explicit) and ideation procedures (free undi-

rected brainstorming vs. prompting) were studied. These

procedures were chosen because of their relative ease of

use and simplicity. Measurements involved the quantity of

flexible design concepts generated, anticipated lifecycle

performance improvements compared to a benchmark

design, user satisfaction with the process and results, and

quality of results. Current training assumed that partici-

pants may or may not have received training on flexibility.

Explicit training consisted of a short lecture on the topic of

flexibility. Free undirected brainstorming represented a

simple and intuitive approach to generate ideas (Osborn

1957) widely used in US engineering practice (Yang 2007).

Prompting stimulated creativity and structured the thought

process to generate valuable flexibility. The procedures

were evaluated experimentally by having ninety partici-

pants tackle a simplified design problem in real estate

development—an example of engineering systems (ESD

2011).

Results showed that prompting helped participants

generate more valuable flexible design concepts. In turn,

the concepts improved anticipated lifecycle performance

significantly more than free undirected brainstorming, by

up to 36 %. Users, however, did not expect prompting to

improve results quality. Providing explicit training on

flexibility improved user satisfaction with the process,

results, and results quality.

Results show that the proposed lecture/prompting pro-

cedure package may be an effective and complementary

toolkit to help designers improve lifecycle performance of

an engineering system by means of flexibility. They also

suggest that current engineering training and a widely used

concept generation procedure like free undirected brain-

storming may not be sufficient to do this effectively in

early design phases. Design alternatives significantly

improving lifecycle performance may be left aside using
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such approaches. Even though some teams generated

flexibility using these techniques, the new procedures

generated even more flexible concepts, which in turn

improved lifecycle performance even more. Also, explicit

training on flexibility proved crucial for the acceptability of

the prompting procedure. It provided participants with

improved satisfaction with the process and results, as well

as anticipated quality of results. This is essential for future

use in engineering education and industry practice.

This study showed that design procedures should be

evaluated using both qualitative user impressions and

quantitative performance measurements. A procedure

providing good user impressions does not guarantee the

design concepts will perform well. Similarly, users may not

appreciate a procedure that is too complicated or cumber-

some, even if it improves performance. Measuring both

types of effects provides better grounds for wider dissem-

ination and real impact.

6.1 Future work

Much work remains to develop and evaluate useful and

efficient procedures to generate flexibility in engineering

systems design. Many opportunities exist by addressing the

limitations of this work. The relationships between antici-

pated and actual lifecycle performance of the concepts

should be studied, even though this is difficult for engi-

neering systems with typically long lifecycles (?20 years).

A follow-on study may look into the effects of using dif-

ferent approaches to elicit probability distributions and

model the main uncertainty sources, or the impact of using

different numbers of participants per team. One can vali-

date further the experimental methodology by conducting

more experiments using a different design problem, com-

puter model, and sample population. Cultural effects could

be studied using the same approach as here, but with a

sample population in a different country or culture. Pro-

cedures could be evaluated using different performance

metrics (e.g., initial cost, 5th or 95th percentile), recog-

nizing the one studied here is not the only possibility.

External validity of results can be improved by evalu-

ating the procedures in a real-world setting by working

with industry practitioners. This input may help improve

further the prompting and training platforms presented

here. For instance, one study could focus on understanding

the best sequence for presenting information in the lecture

so as to maximize retention (Deese and Kaufman 1957).

The procedures could be used to help a major infrastructure

company identify flexible design alternatives to a system

currently being designed. These alternatives could be

modeled and compared explicitly based on costs and life-

cycle improvements to the design concepts currently on the

table.
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